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The 2021-22 School Year
Haven of Peace Academy has officially completed its 28th school year!
On Thursday, 16 June 2022, 38 students graduated in HOPAC's 15th
graduation ceremony, with four students who completed their entire
education at HOPAC. Graduates will continue on to universities on
several continents, discipleship school, sports training, and gap years.

This was the first year of an expanded Grade 6 class of 40 students,
our second year in the Network of International Christian Schools
(NICS), and we were thrilled to re-start a full sports and after-school
program and Service Emphasis Week after pausing during Covid. 

HOPAC's 356 students, 100+ teachers and staff led by Director Carley
Mwenda, Primary School Principal Mr. Hohm, Middle School Principal
Mrs. Nakaka, and Senior School Principal, Mrs. Atkins had an overall
wonderful year. There were challenges, of course, but we are - as
always - grateful for the continued faithfulness of the Lord Jesus to
see us through triumphantly. 

We hope this edition of Piece of Heaven will give you a glimpse into the
year and, for those of you who are several years removed from your
time at Haven of Peace, remind you of your time at the school and
encourage you to continue praying for the students, teachers,
administration, parents, and the full HOPAC community.



Reflecting on this year’s SEW, I am filled with gratitude
towards God. Leading up to SEW, I was mostly
apprehensive, especially remembering SEW 2020 where
we cancelled 24 hours before we had to start. I kept
thinking of all the “what ifs'' and of course I didn't have the
answers. I am glad we decided to do it. Looking back on
how it went, there is so much to be thankful for.

Students across the school were genuinely excited to
participate. You can trust Primary School to never
disappoint! They bring all the energy and enthusiasm.
They, together with their teachers, planned fun activities
and games for students from Divine School in Goba.

SEW rebooted
Secondary school also came to the party. We
didn't realise how much they missed SEW and
for some, it was their very first SEW despite
the fact that they had been in the school for
over two years. 

Students had a variety of projects on and off
campus including painting, environmental
awareness projects, visits to hospitals,
activities with children with disabilities,
teaching the UN SDGs to students from other
schools, sports, arts, crafts and many more. 

If you happened to be on campus the week of
SEW, the first thing you would have noticed
were little kids with different coloured
uniforms running all over the campus
throughout the day. It was a sight to behold.
Only God knows how our students were able
to keep track of who their partners were.

Another highlight for me was parents’
willingness to get involved by serving
alongside students on different projects. We
had parents who volunteered to chaperone
alongside our teachers. We had parents who
were eager and willing to donate items for our
community partners. And we had parents,
who volunteered to serve during our brunch.
It was wonderful to see the support, love, and
commitment.

Finally my biggest and most humbling
highlight is the feedback we received from our
community partners. Because we had not had
SEW for two years, our partners were eager
for us to resume the program. Our students
gave the best of their time, their abilities, and
their resources. We received such wonderful
feedback especially on how our students treat
others with respect no matter who they are. 
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We give God the glory for opportunities to use what He has given us as a
community and this beautiful campus to bless others. 

My hope always is that each one of us, as we serve, are a little different
from when we began.

Mrs. Trudie Kaniki, 
Service Learning Coordinator



Mrs. Rose Mutungi • • • Thank you for all the support, the love, the kindness, the service
we have done together, for seven years teaching Geography in Secondary. My family
and I will be relocating to another country. We are praying for you, that God would
continue the good work he has been doing at HOPAC. May we continue to seek God and
serve him wholeheartedly wherever we go. I love you and thank you.

Mrs. Heidi Sanchez • • • I am coming with a heavy heart saying goodbye to teaching
Grade 5. God's taking me in a different direction. I have loved and enjoyed and
flourished in Grade 5, teaching so many of your children and it has been truly a joy
working with you all. I will still be around HOPAC as God leads me into a new way next
year.

Ms Carolyn Ulomi • • • I have been working as a Teaching Assistant for Grade 5 this
school year. This marks my second and final year here at HOPAC. I have been so blessed
to work with the current Grade 5 family for two consecutive years. I have collected
memorable moments of joy with the Grade 5 family that I will always treasure. My time
here at HOPAC has been filled with significant growth as an individual and an educator. I
am thankful for everyone that I have had an opportunity to work with in any capacity
either directly or indirectly. As I head to the US for further education, my heart will
always be at HOPAC and I will continue to remember this community in prayer. VIVA
HOPAC! 

Ms Bwiza Mpango • • • My time at HOPAC was wonderful, but unfortunately I have to
transition back to USA. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to have been here,
although for a short time. I'm going to miss everybody, especially my students. I am
grateful to God and hope we continue to be a family from here onwards until we meet
again.

Mrs. Jacqueline Kweka-Massawe • • • I have been the English Literature teacher for
Grades 10-12. I moved to Tanzania in 2017 to teach English at HOPAC, and I will be
moving to teach English, Literature and Language at International School of Tanganyika.

Mr. Aron Mwasile • • • I have been at HOPAC for three  years teaching Bible in
Secondary. God has called me to full time Ministry. I will still be in Tanzania and I will be
available to continue partnering with HOPAC from a different role. I will be praying for
HOPAC. I love HOPAC. I love the students. I love everything about HOPAC and I will still
remember HOPAC in my prayers.

Mr. John Caprari • • • It's with great joy I have been able to be part of HOPAC and serve
as part of the Chaplaincy Team for five years teaching Bible class to Senior School and
being a part of this community. My family and I love being in Tanzania but we have felt it
is our time to move on from HOPAC and from Dar es salaam. Our family will be
partnering with a college and doing ministry training in Mbeya. We are looking forward
to continue working with HOPAC and other ministries in Tanzania to advance what God
is doing in this country. Thank you and God bless you. Karibu Mbeya!
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The Primary School had a great year with a lot of learning!  We started the year with many new
staff and many new students, but now we are all one big family! 

The students have grown throughout the year in many areas: physically, mentally, academically,
behaviourally, and spiritually. 

The Grade 5 Class was able to go to the Amani Rainforest again this year. They had a great time
together, learning about God's creation and growing as a group. 

The Kindergarten and Grade 2 Classes took a trip to the Dar es Salaam Zoo, which was a fun,
long day!

We also had Maasai Day, Ancient Egypt Day, Medieval Day, Ancient Greece Day, and Roman Day
for different classes. 

Many kids excelled in our Math Facts Masters program and with memorizing our Bible verses for
the year! It is encouraging to see how well these kids can do when we put goals in front of them.

Each class also did a class assembly (or two!), which were really fun to watch. It's always a joy to
see the kids up on the stage. Class assemblies are a neat time for students to get practice
performing on the stage and for others to support them well.
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Primary News



The most important thing to know about my directing journey this year is that, before all of this, I
had never really thought about trying directing. My passion has always been acting. That is what I'm
going to be pursuing, as both a college course and a career.

When I was in the fifth grade I did a play at HOPAC called “Narnia: The Lion the Witch and the
Wardrobe” and I worked under Mrs Nakaka’s brilliant directing of that production. It was the most
fun I’d ever had and was actually what introduced me to my love of acting and my passion for Drama.
This year I felt it was time to continue the tradition. 

I reached out to Mrs Nakaka to ask if I could, with her help, do my own thing and “rejuvenate the
drama department.” She agreed with open arms and we got to work thinking of which play to do and
how to go about everything. After weeks of careful deliberation and extensive thought, we decided to
do Mary Poppins. Looking back now, I see (and appreciate) just how much space she gave me to lead
this production and make my own decisions. 

The rehearsal process was not easy; I was challenged in many ways but I kept pushing through. We
finally reached production day and I sat and watched the play unfold. All the work and effort that was
put into this play was payed off and the proverbial ‘light at the end of a tunnel’ was shining in front of
me. When the show ended, I took to the stage to give my closing remarks; I was met with love,
support, and applause. 

I wouldn't trade this experience for anything. I am forever grateful to Mrs Nakaka for sticking by me
while still giving me the space and trust to carry this through on my own and for treating me like a
mature adult, for confiding in me and deeming me responsible enough to stand by her side and lead
such a complex process. I am forever grateful to my father who was my rock in all of this, constantly
talking me off of ledges and giving me helpful advice on how to deal with many obstacles that I faced.
I'm also forever grateful to my amazing cast members who were in it for the long haul and stuck with
me through everything, even when they didn’t want to. I will cherish this experience for the rest of
my life. • • • Alunda Chikawe, G11

Grade 6 
I have enjoyed having the split in grade six this year, however it has its advantages and disadvantages.
I like having the smaller classes of around 18 people, because it helps everyone know each other
more and avoid chaos. It helps with keeping the class under control and we have been less distracted
than in grade five. Our Grade 6A has grown close because we are a small group, and we all enjoy
playing and talking together. A disadvantage is that I was separated from my friends and we only see
each other in between classes and at lunch. My favourite thing is playing football at lunch and kids
from both classes get to do that together every day at lunch. All in all, the split classes are enjoyable
and have very few difficulties. • • • Elliot Boon , G6

Scholars Cup
14 of my classmates and I had the opportunity to participate in The World Scholar’s Cup (WSC).
Scholar’s cup is “an international team academic program with more than 15,000 students
participating from over 65 countries every year.” In May of 2021 we attended the regional round at
Feza International School which we performed well in allowing us to then qualify for the global round
in Dubai! Most of the people who were in the first round came, but some either left the country or
just couldn’t come so we had quite a few different people as well. We had five teams of three and all
traveled together to the UAE for this competition. We arrived in Dubai on Saturday December the
11th. The competition was from Monday the 13th - Friday the 17th. 

The main competition consisted of debate, collaborative writing and the challenge. In debate a team
of three went against another team and argued about a given topic. Collaborative writing is a time
when everybody individually wrote a piece about one of the given topics. Finally, “the challenge” is the
activity where all scholars took a 120 multiple choice test based on what they studied. This all took
place on Tuesday but we did numerous activities prior and after. On that Monday WSC had the
opening ceremony and a scavenger hunt where our school got to talk to and get to know other teams
and people as well as exploring in Dubai. On the Wednesday after that there was a talent showcase
followed by the cultural fair in the evening where many different countries were represented and on
Thursday there was the Scholars Ball.

Unfortunately we could not attend the award ceremony on Friday but all of our teams qualified for
the “Tournament of Champions” round taking place in November of 2022. Multiple people won high
individual as well as group medals. All in all it was an educational, beneficial and very fun experience.
It gave us new skills and memories and was definitely memorable!   • • • Chelsea Mbago, G8
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Middle News

Mary Poppins Production



Model United Nations (MUN) is an academic simulation of the United Nations where students
play the role of delegates from different countries and attempt to solve real world issues. Over
the weekend of 11th March to 13th March 2022, HOPAC had the honour of sending 13 delegates
to Morogoro to attend an MUN conference hosted by Morogoro International School.
Surrounded by the beautiful mountain range, and fellow intellectual students, the conference
cultivated an environment that encouraged healthy discussions ranging from topics about mental
health, to cyber-bullying, and education. With a focus on the rights of teenagers in a post-COVID
world, we were able to directly relate to these issues and provide a deeper insight into creating
solutions. Out of the thirteen delegates in attendance from HOPAC, seven received awards
recognizing and encouraging their dedication and competence. Three of these awards were
presented to candidates declared the best delegate in their respective commission, whereas
three were commended as outstanding delegates, and one was awarded the title of best overall
delegate. 

To many of us in attendance, this was more than just a conference. This was an opportunity to
test ourselves as international diplomats and whether or not we could pursue it as a career. To
some, if not all, it was also an opportunity to build an open-minded community and broaden
personal perspectives. All-in-all, the conference was an amazing experience that eloquently
combined the academic aspect with the social aspect through formal debates and social events
like dinners and dances. • • • Shreesh Agrawal, G12

I had the opportunity to plan Going Deeper this year. Going
Deeper is an overnight event where students have the
opportunity to grow closer to God and learn more about Him.
This years theme was Who is God? And throughout the event we
unpacked some different aspects of who God is. It was a
reflective and intimate event. We had prayer stations, worship, a
short talk, and discussion time with each other. So many staff
came to help, which was very encouraging to see how eager
they were to pour into students lives. 

After the event, I asked everyone who came if they felt closer to
God, or if they experienced God in a new way and they all said
yes! One student even said that they saw a picture of what God
looked like and another said they felt God’s love as a father for
the first time. 

Overall, it was an amazing opportunity for students and
teachers to grow in faith and I hope they never forget what they
experienced. • • • Soleil Babcok, G12
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Senior News



We had an amazing sporting year at
HOPAC. There were great
performances from our teams, a
wonderful atmosphere at our home
games, and great support from our
HOPAC community at our away games
and events. 

The volunteers who helped us this year
were spectacular. We had students,
alumni, parents and teachers who
helped coach and make HOPAC have a
fantastic sporting year for our
students. I believe, this year, we have
set a great foundation for HOPAC
sports to improve upon. We have a
great opportunity to meet and exceed
our accomplishments last year. Our
sports department is growing, we have
great support from leadership, and I
hope we can meet and exceed
expectations of our community. 

I pray each time we perform, we
continue to show the grace of our
Lord, Jesus Christ, and our students
have wonderful memories and
experiences. Thank you for a
wonderful year, we are excited to go
again!

Don Kweka,
Head of PE & Sports
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As a Pastor I have heard many people share why they are not religious. More often than not, one
of the main words associated with religion is rules. It is part of human nature to break rules. In
fact, I have a one year old child who is already pushing the boundaries as often as she can. Just
the other night she was opening a cabinet door that she knows is off limits. As she began to
open we told and showed her not to open the door, so she stopped. However, as soon as we
looked away to continue with what we were doing, she started to open the cabinet door again!

One of the most incredible realities and truths of the teachings of the New Testament of the
Bible is that it is not filled with a rule list of restrictions. In Acts 15 the church leaders decided
“not to burden” the new churches with the long lists of rules from the Old Testament! The main
agenda of the teachings of the New Testament are to believe in and follow Christ, to love Him,
and to love others. With that said, we are also given boundaries to help us on this journey.

In Senior School Bible class we have often talked about setting appropriate guardrails that set us
up for success. I often travel in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania and pass through the
Kitonga escarpment which is filled with twists and turns which often have guardrails on the side
of the road to protect vehicles from going off the cliff. We need those in our lives as well. One of
the most important guardrails is expressed on Romans 12:2, our theme verse for the year.

 “Do not be conformed to the patterns of this world.”

This is boundary, a guardrail, that we must consider applying to our lives as followers of Jesus
and lovers of God. It is all too tempting for students and adults to adapt and adopt some of the
patterns of this world. But, God, in all of His wisdom, sets this as one of the guardrails to help us
not fall off the cliff.

As we implement this guardrail into our journey, along with the practice of “renewal of your
minds” we will more often be able “to know God’s good, pleasing, and perfect will” for our lives
and will reach our God-given destinations (Romans 12:2). 

God Bless,
John Caprari
School Chaplain
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School Theme



                                      The Sheshi Kaniki Memorial Scholarship was created in honour of 
                                      the late and former HOPAC Chaplain, Sheshi Kaniki. An annual 
                                      scholarship is awarded to one student selected from grades 10-12 
                                      based on the selection criteria as outlined by Sheshi himself.  The  
                                      scholarship gives recognition to a student who embodies the 
                                      humility of Christ.
 
                                      In their daily choices and long-term goals, they prioritize Godly 
                                      wisdom above worldly ambitions. They are a leader among their 
                                      peers, not because they seek out popularity but because of their                     
                                      generous service to others and desire to live for more than their 
                                      own gain. They celebrate the success of everyone, building confidence
and inspiring their peers to reach for their full potential. Christlike humility is visible in the way
this student lives. When someone needs help, they’re ready to volunteer their time and talent.
In the communities they join, this student shows genuine compassion for their peers, working
together with them to the glory of God. During their time at HOPAC, their desire to learn was
evident to teachers and classmates alike. They are active participants in their own education,
listening attentively and displaying an uncommon willingness to learn from others. Wherever
they are, they are fully present.

We hope this scholarship award will encourage the recipient to persevere through the
challenges ahead. It is our hope that above all else, they will continue passionately seeking
God wherever they find themselves in the coming years.

The inaugural Sheshi Kaniki Memorial Scholarship recipient is Kostakis Penessis. Kosta is
Tanzanian and attended HOPAC for four years. He plans to study Sports Psychology at the
University of Stirling.

Upcoming Dates & Events
2022-2023 Term 1

24 Aug  - First day of School
26 Aug - Back to School Night

8 Oct - Holiday (Maulid Day)
10-14 Oct -  Mid-term Break 
14 Oct -  Holiday (Nyerere Day) 
17 Oct -Teacher In-Service Day 
18 Oct - Parent Consultation Day 

7-11 Nov - Pamoja Week
 11  Nov - International Day
9 Dec - Holiday (Independence Day)
16 Dec - Last day of Term 1

Sheshi Kaniki Memorial Scholarship

Special thanks to:
Elliot Boon, Chelsea Mbago, Alunda Chikawa, Shreesh Agrawaal, Soleil Babcock, Trudie Kaniki,

John Caprari, Don Kweka, Kato Rwegoshola, Carley Mwenda, and Anna Nyerere

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 

Haven of Peace Academy
P.O. Box 70027

Salasala
Dar es Salaam, TZ 

www.hopac.sc.tz
 

hopac@hopac.sc.tz
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To donate to the Scholarship Fund, please email the school or
donate directly through NICS: https://www.nics.org/donate

Click "Donate Now" button; select amount; select Designation "School
Projects"; select "HOPAC Sheshi Kaniki Memorial Scholarship"

https://www.nics.org/donate

